
Benthic Mat Build & Installation 

A) Spread your mat out. Place a rebar every 6’, lay bar 

horizontally across. Include one at both ends. For ex-

ample: 18’ x 10’ mat would need four pieces of rebar.  

B) Cut five pieces of duct tape into 5” pieces. Place 

them horizontally where your rebar will sit, ensuring 

you're spacing them evenly, the outer pieces of tape 

should be placed 8”from the edge. Cut two horizontal 

slices in the duct tape and mat, one on top of the oth-

er. Thread a zip tie through. Place the rebar overtop 

then secure the rebar to the mat. Cut excess zip tie. 

C) The rebar on the edge of the mat should be wrapped 

up with some extra mat before securing with a zip tie, 

1-2’ of mat will do. This helps toughen the edge. In this 

instance the duct tape only needs to be punctured 

once to thread the zip tie through.  

D) In the space between each rebar place five pieces of 

duct tape a foot apart in a zig zag pattern. These pieces 

should be about 6 inches long, cut 4” slits in it. These 

allows for gasses from decomposition to escape. 

E) Plant biomass must be cut to ground level before putting the mat in place. The mat should 

always extend 3’ past the edge of plant. Roll out the mat, it’s edges should be buried to secure it 

in place. Every 3’ along the mat should be weighted down, we used cinderblocks to help us with 

this that weighed 32 pounds each.  Bury the edges of the mat with soil to secure in place. If mat 

sections overlap, ensure they do by at least 1’ and that the areas of overlap are secured. Use a 

spade to cut the rhizomes around the perimeter so that they do not connect to any plants out-

side of the mat.  

This mat was installed during the dry period in a place that seasonally floods, we did not need to 

consider the complications that are involved with installing the mat in various water depths. Be 

aware that depending on water depths this can sometimes require scuba divers or muck mats.   

F) Bag any seed pods or rhizome fragments in 

clear plastic bags. Dispose of them appropri-

ately, for up to date information on disposal 

options you may contact the PEIISC or IWMC 

for more information.   

G) Revisit the site seasonally to ensure it re-

mains in place and monitor the edges for new 

shoots emerging. Add more material when 

necessary. 
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Equipment Needs 

Benthic Mat Build 

• Tarp: We used hardscape 200 fabric from Home Depot for this project, $150/roll. The width of 6’ worked 

well, as the width of the tarp dictates the length of the rebar and we found that was a nice length for 

transport. Next time we would likely choose a polyethylene tarps since gases are said to roll of the material 

easier and reduce billowing.  

• Rebar: The rebar we purchased for this project was 15mm and 6’ in length (as the width of the tarp was 6’). 

We paid by the foot at $1.62/ft.  

• Duct Tape: We used “Gorilla All Weather Outdoor Waterproof Duct Tape, UV and Temperature Resistant” 

we bought a bundle of 6 rolls for $81.45.  

• Zip Ties: We bought “8" Zip Cable Ties (1000 Pack), Up to 40lbs Tensile Strength - Heavy Duty Black, Self-

Locking Premium Nylon Cable Wire Ties for Indoor and Outdoor by Bolt Dropper)” at $31.04/pack. After hur-

ricane Fiona we returned to the site to see the rebars had snapped free of the zip ties, a wider zip tie might 

have been better. The amount of extra zip ties were nice for when we had to do repairs.  

• Box Cutter: To slice the horizontal cuts. 

• Scissors: To cut pieces of duct tape 

Benthic Mat Installation 

• Shovel: To bury edges of the tarp, securing them in place.  

• Spade: To cut around the edges of the tarp. This separates the tarped plants from those that might fall 

outside of the tarp and prevent them from providing nutrients. 

• Cutting Tools: To cut the leaves down before installing the mat. We used a hand tools (handsaws, clip-

pers) and also a brush cutter, the latter was much faster.  

• Cinder Blocks: To weigh the mat down. You can use anything heavy for this we ordered them at $2.45/

brick from home depot.  

*The PEIISC does not endorse any particular company or brand. Those mentioned here 

are just a personal record of what was used as an example of available material.  

Provincial Permit: Watercourse, Wetland and Buffer Zone Activity Permit (as of 2022) 

https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/en/service/apply-for-a-watercourse-wetland-and-buffer-zone-activity-permit

